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Abstract
This paper wants to supplement computational
tests of deep learning vision algorithms with a
sociologically grounded performance test of three
widely used vision algorithms on Facebook images
(Clarifai, Google Vision and Inception-v3). The test
shows poor results and the paper suggests the use of
a two-level labeling model that combines features
with theoretically inspired accounts of the social
value of pictures for uploaders. The paper
contributes a suggestion for labeling categories that
connects the two levels, and in conclusion discusses
both advantages and disadvantages in accelerating
user profiling through a better understanding of the
incentives to upload images in the data-driven
algorithmic society.

1. Introduction
Tech companies and in particular social media
services are increasingly using Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and deep learning algorithms to label pictures
and recognize users with a view to predicting user
needs more effectively. Status updates, comments
and especially images and videos are unstructured in
the sense that algorithms do not know in advance
what kind of content is to be expected and why it is
posted by the user. The majority of images today are
social media images [1], and large numbers are
uploaded to social media platforms such as
Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat every minute
worldwide. The need to understand these digital
traces of the users is growing, leading the largest
internet companies in the world to focus on visual
images as input data in deep learning algorithms in
order to profile the user and predict the user’s needs.
Most standard big data software has a built-in
algorithm for picture recognition. These algorithms
are now said to perform convincingly in
understanding what is in the picture, but how well do
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they actually perform on social media pictures when
we analyze them from a sociological and not a
computational perspective? How well do algorithms
capture what is on the picture and not least the social
value of the picture? What are the potential outcomes
of such algorithmic recognition in the light of user
profiling?
The aim of this paper is to discuss the ability of
deep learning algorithms to analyze social media
pictures (exemplified by Facebook images) from a
critical sociological perspective by reviewing three
different neural network algorithms to understand
and predict picture content. This will feed into the
general discussion in the field of internet research on
the use of such algorithms to profile users.

2. Existing sociological studies on
algorithms
Existing studies on algorithms within media
sociological studies have an important critical
approach to how algorithms shape our society and the
way we as humans are interpreted in the digital layer
of our lives, often on a more general level than
suggested in this paper [e.g. 2]. Studies are interested
in algorithms as a cultural phenomenon and an
underlying feature of society that has unintentional
power-related consequences for society in the form of
exploiting user data either in a privacy perspective
[e.g. 3], as a surveillance mechanism [e.g. 4] or as
information and communication filters [e.g. 5,6].
These bodies of literature offer interesting insights
into the societal consequences of algorithms that
form the starting point of this paper; but they contain
little or no description of the actual algorithms and
their performance, apart from classifying the
algorithms as “black boxes”.
Another direction within critical algorithmic
studies aims to understand the potential
discrimination and power structures in the algorithm
itself by “deciphering them” [7]. Sandvig et al. [8]
propose the application of algorithm “audits” as a
method to create transparency in otherwise closed
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environments. They suggest that transparency is
created through the use of different access and test
methods ranging from code readings and scripting
access to programmatically constructed traffic (sock
puppet) and human crowdsourced testing (e.g.
Mechanical Turk).
In line with these studies, this paper tries to test
some of these algorithmic “boxes” in order to build a
bridge between the important general theory and the
specific deep learning algorithms and their
performance in social media user profiling. However,
whereas deciphering studies often look at the “model
layer” [9] in the algorithms themselves, this paper
looks at how they interpret the individual user
through the “data layer” [9]. Therefore, the focus lies
on the user as a data double rather than on the
algorithm. Neural networks are famous for their
learning ability; but they are closely connected to
learning data, which is why the paper wants to look at
data performance as a first step towards discussing
the use of neural networks in decision-making.
New studies in social media retrieve data and use
machine learning to detect patterns in data streams
[e.g.10,11]. These studies often have methodological
accounts of retrieval protocols and machine learning
algorithms, but the primary focus is not on the
performance of the algorithms, but on the findings
they create. This paper draws on the tradition of
“decipher” studies and seeks to help fill the gap
between
low-level
empirically
grounded
methodological accounts and the generic critical
sociologically based discussion within the field of
internet research.

outliers or “the monsters” [18] that give meaning to
the normal patterns. Specifically, this will come into
play in the performance measurement. What is
systematically or unsystematically left out by the
algorithms, what are they not capable of recognizing,
and how could this knowledge be re-introduced into
the algorithmic design when we focus on social value
in combination with image features?
The most difficult element in designing deep
learning algorithms involves providing a deep
understanding of the picture. Identifying faces and
features in the pictures is the standard within the
discipline. This is very difficult in itself, but not
enough to actually pinpoint what the intention by the
uploader was and hence what the social value of the
picture is. The assumption of this paper is that the
social value of the picture is important when it is
used for user profiling and predictions. How do we
move from faces and feature recognition towards
recognizing the social value of the image?
Rose [19] distinguishes between different
modalities in image analysis: the production/caption,
the audience (in this case algorithms), and the image
itself. According to Rose, meaning in images is not
often isolated to the identification of faces and
features, but happens on a much more implicit and
tacit level which is often revealed through qualitative
analysis such as discourse analysis or through
anthropological studies. Building on Rose, I therefore
approach the level of meaning by dividing
algorithmic image performance into two levels:
1. Identifying features (objects, places, faces etc.)

3. Images and meaning

2. Identifying the social value of the picture for the
uploader

To achieve these aims, the paper builds on a
theoretical foundation of the human-technology
nexus [12,13] as an integrated arena for modulation
[14], and social images inscribe this integration
through a visual representation of the human gaze
and the material body. This means that I work from a
phenomenological assumption that the picture is a
trace of the individual in the world as a construction
of being, and can therefore be interpreted as such
[15]. In this sense, users encode meaning into the
picture and algorithms ideally decode this meaning.
The scientific field of machine learning strives to
obtain a near human processing [16]. Deep learning
tries to find and understand patterns in order to know
them, and can interpret them when they reappear
[17]. The paper will look at the performance of
specific picture processing methods to evaluate this
approach with a focus on the underrepresented, the

At the first level, questions of inclusion and exclusion
become relevant in identifying the features: What is
foregrounded, what is in the center of the picture, the
golden cut, what is acted upon, what is in focus, what
are the lines in the picture like, and what about the
colors? Some exclusions or failures to identify the
features correctly are due to limited data input in the
algorithms. Other algorithms are trained on the
wrong dataset. It is the assumption of the paper that if
we want to understand social media images, it is not
beneficial solely to train the algorithm on images
from websites or Imagenet (www.imagenet.com),
because this would result in an excessively
generalized semantic meaning by collapsing entities
into categories that are not suited for social media
[20,21]. The algorithms need to be adjusted
according to the specific communicative context of
social media, in which image norms and rules
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potentially have a specific meaning and contain a
majority of images with specific feature patterns.
In order to approach the second level of the image
analysis, we need to use specific knowledge of social
media images and incentives for posting on social
media in order to qualify an identification of the
social value the picture represents for the uploader.
The following section contains a short review of
existing studies on social value derived from posting
social media images in order to qualify this
discussion.

4. Social media images and social value
Existing studies point to social capital, selfportraying/self-image, and memory as the three main
reasons for posting social media content
[22,23,24,25,26,27,1]. Scheufele & Shah [28]
separate social capital into three domains:
interpersonal
(social
network
interaction),
intrapersonal (inner emotions & self-satisfaction),
and behavioral (participation in civic and political
activities).
The maintenance of Facebook profiles by
uploading content has been associated with a high
level of self-satisfaction or the intrapersonal social
capital category, and maintaining their profiles makes
users feel more connected with their peers [23]. Stern
& Taylor [28] show that 74% of the students they
have studied reported that their Facebook profiles
provided an accurate picture of themselves. However,
corresponding with the earlier section on image
analysis, self-portraying is often constructed
indirectly according to Zhao et al. [30]. Their results
show that self-identity is achieved through glimpses
of personality and implicit communication using
“clues” instead of direct descriptions. This is
confirmed in later studies [31, 1] that show how
“context collapse” is dealt with by posting
posts/images with references and meanings that only
a few selected in-group members understand. Selfportraying or “egocasting” [26] is not only achieved
through such different implicit clues, but also through
comments, likes and shares from the group. Egocasting leaves a greater impression if there are also
endorsements
and
descriptions
by
online
followers/friends, supplementing and enhancing the
social desirability of the user [32,24].
In a study of students using Facebook by Zhao et
al. [30], the average number of pictures uploaded to
Facebook profiles was 88.4 (median=63.5). In the
study they analyze identity claims on a continuum
ranging between visual (implicit) over enumerative to
narrative (explicit) ( p. 1824). The visual is described
as the “self as social actor”, and refers to “showing

without telling” and “watch me and know me by my
friends”, and highlights the depth and extent of an
individual’s social ties. Miller et al. [1] also point out
that users acknowledge their relationships to others
by sending them images or tagging (on Facebook)
friends in the picture. Ito [in 1] describes picture
sharing as an “intimate visual co-presence” that
creates a social awareness among users when they
exchange perspectives on their everyday lives
through images. The enumerative is described as
“self as consumer” and connects to the “interests”
category in the Facebook profile that show the
“cultural self”, the consumption preferences and
(good) taste [30]. Last but not least, the narrative
connects to the “first person self” in the “about me”
section on Facebook, the self-narration in which
users describe themselves directly to their networks.
Zhao et al. [30] concludes that it is especially
pertinent to show a socially desirable self that is
“popular”, “well-rounded” and “thoughtful” (bear in
mind this is a study of students). Selfies often feature
not only the user uploading, but also the user in a
group of friends indicating social popularity [1].
A large cross-regional ethnographic study of
social media usage [1] suggests that the incentives to
post also encompass preserving and sharing
memories and experiences (p. 156), as well as
sharing the “everyday monotony of life” (p. 164).
Based on inspiration from Bourdieu, Miller et al.
refer to “sociograms”, visual records of social roles
and relations that are worth preserving such as
weddings, childbirth, birthdays, graduation, holidays,
trips, and new homes/jobs. However, such sociograms (p. 165) may also be an indicator of good taste
or social status. According to Miller et al. [1], images
can also express opinions, for instance through
memes or metaphorical pictures. And they can also
be shared to generate humor, jokes and laughter,
which in turn present the person as funny.
Metaphorical images include images that are
designed to bully someone or comment on people in
some way, according to Miller et al. [1]. In other
words, the value of such picture is to confirm and
strengthen in-group relationship by excluding certain
other people.
The next section will account for cases and
methods, and is followed by a section, which tries to
turn knowledge of the theory on social value into a
coding scheme that can be tested on the algorithms in
the findings section and can potentially be introduced
into more context-sensitive algorithmic designs.
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5. Case study & method
The paper will approach the performance of deep
learning image algorithms (also termed deep neural
networks/DNN within computer vision) qualitatively
by testing how a selection of algorithms performs on
a small dataset of 166 pictures, my own Facebook
albums. Why have I not chosen to test the algorithms
on the large number of private images from
thousands of users available in our research lab? The
reason is two-fold. First of all, it is pertinent to
consider ethical aspects and security when handling
private pictures. Within the field of large-scale social
media research, several unfortunate incidences of
data leakage have led to the de-anonymization of data
[e.g. 33]. As the data in many cases is uploaded to
company servers in cloud solutions, I needed to own
the data myself. The auto-ethnographically inspired
approach [34] enabled me to consent to the
procedure. In a way I was also inspired by the audit
method [9], not in the form of a crowdsourced audit
(which could be ethically problematic for people in
the Mechanical Turk’s pictures), but as a data double
single-person test. Choosing this method makes me
particularly vulnerable to the accusation that I am
over-fitting the model to the data as the data is biased
by regional and socio-demographic parameters. I
therefore see the work in this paper as only a first
step in the construction of a social media image
algorithm, but it is a proper first-phase test to discuss
the principles of deep learning algorithms and the
construction of users based on algorithmic
processing.
To test deep learning algorithms on image
recognition, I wanted a sample of two algorithms:
one from a specialized startup company, and one
from an established large internet company. I also
wanted the algorithms to be easily available (API)
and free of charge for a small sample. The cases that
met these criteria were the startup Clarifai
(www.clarifai.com) and the established massive data
company Google and their algorithm Google Vision
in
the
cloud
platform
(https://cloud.google.com/vision/). Two obvious
cases were not chosen: IBM Watson and Microsoft
Vision. This was because their sampling criteria were
similar to those of Google. Clarifai is documented on
the website, and functions as a general model that
tries to identify what is in the pictures using a variety
of feature recognition tools. Additionally, developers
can choose to use other specialized models trained on
specific themed datasets such as NSFW (not safe for
work), weddings, travel and food. For the experiment

in this paper we have chosen to test against the
general model, as we do not know beforehand what
the pictures contain. Google Vision is a welldocumented algorithm [35] that combines six kinds
of labels: entire image detection, text detection, face
detection, geographical landmark detection, logo
detection and safe search detection (e.g. violence or
nudity). Both algorithms provide a relevance score
from 0 to 1 depending on how confident the
algorithm is in a certain label’s ability to describe the
picture (1 being fully confident). As both algorithms
are cloud-based solutions that prevent researchers
from analyzing personal images from research
participants in retrieved datasets, I wanted to test an
open-source algorithm on university servers as well.
There are not many documented and pre-trained
open-source, convolutional neural networks (CNN)
on the market (OpenCV is not pre-trained); but
Google has made the pre-trained inception-v3
algorithm available as part of their Tensorflow
machine learning software package. We do not know
what kind of data the closed and commercial
algorithms are trained on, so we cannot know the
total number of possible labels the algorithms can
recognize in the images. However, the inception-v3 is
trained on Imagenet pictures, and this collection has
about 1,000 labels (image-net.org). For this paper we
will test the performance of the inception-v3 in the
current state without training it on our own social
media lab datasets in order to see if it provides the
same or better result compared to the commercial and
closed algorithms of Clarifai and Google Vision.
The data analysis will be executed in three steps.
First, we will run the dataset through the three pretrained algorithms to retrieve the predicted labels and
the confidence scores. Second, we will manually
label the pictures, and third we will try to recognize
the social value of the pictures manually and label
them according to the field knowledge laid out in the
prior section.

6. Developing first iteration of a coding
scheme to capture social value
The difficult task of introducing world knowledge
and social context into the algorithm begins with the
definition of what exactly is social value and how
algorithms progress from knowledge of features to
the higher level of social value categories. In this
section I will provide a first iteration on social value
categories by revisiting the theoretical section. To
implement these categories into the final layer of a
deep neural network requires a training dataset which
is manually labeled with parent-child relationships
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between features and values, and which is outside the
scope of this paper although it will be the steering
focus for future work. If we return to the theoretical
section on social values, a first iteration can be
inspired by a combination of existing categories and
definitions, especially by Zhao et al. [30] and
Scheufele & Shah [28]. I propose the following
coding scheme/labels as a first iteration:

further developments of algorithms and for the
discussion on how the algorithms take into
consideration the social value, and what this means
for user profiling on a more general societal level.

7. Findings: Algorithmic performance on
social media images
Clarifai and Vision differ in terms of the number
of unique labels and the average number of labels per
picture (we were able to set the thresholds of
inception-v3):
›
›

›

This is a parent-child coding scheme inspired by
Zhao et al. and Scheufele & Shah in particular.
However, in combining the two studies I move away
from Zhao’s idea of a continuum between the toplevel categories of visual, enumerative and narrative.
Their framework was on the basis of all
communication and not specifically images. This is
both an advantage and a disadvantage, as I suggest
that all parameters can be present in images,
including the visual, enumerative and narrative
parameters inspired by for instance Rose’s [19]
interpretation of levels in image analysis. Hence, I
remove this level as the top level and replace it with
Scheufele & Shah’s categories (interpersonal,
behavioral and intrapersonal) and instead use the next
level to identify the child level and expand it to
include supplementary knowledge and examples
from social media studies [e.g. 1]. As this is a first
iteration label suggestion, the paper will discuss
experiences with the coding scheme in the conclusion
with a special emphasis on overlapping or missing
categories in the theoretically grounded coding
scheme when it meets the empirical material.
However, we need to account for potential overfitting in adjusting it according to the small dataset.
The coding results will provide us with a basis for

Google Vision labels 165 pictures with 481
different unique labels. Average 6.6 labels
per picture.
Clarifai labels 165 pictures with 651
different unique labels. Average 20.0 labels
per picture (they automatically provide the
20 most likely labels for each picture).
In Inception-v3 we printed the 20 most
confident labels. Inception-v3 labeled 165
pictures with 667 different unique labels.
Average approx. 20 labels per picture (we
set this limit to make it comparable to
Clarifai instead of using the full variation of
labels with very low confidence scores).

However, to account for the results of a
sociologically grounded performance test I will use
the manual coding of features as the baseline for the
labels made by the three algorithms. With an
intercoder reliability of 96% between manual coder 1
and myself, we were immediately confident about the
relevant aspects of each picture for the uploader and
the social context. Pictures of friends were the only
pictures we did not label in the same way. Coder 1
does not know anything about these friend relations.
In order to improve this, we could use the friend
network to identify when friends are in the picture. In
the following the performance of the algorithms is
measured against manual coding labels semantically
(instead of using the exact same words). The match
in percentage is as follows when we look at the most
confident labels from each of the three algorithms on
the same 165 pictures:

Manual
coding
100%
(intercoder
reliability
96%)

Clarifai
36%

Google
Vision
27%

Inception-v3
25%
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In many instances, Clarifai provided generic labels
with high confident scores such as people/no person,
indoor and technology. Even though these are
technically true, they do not give the content any
meaning. I have only registered such generic
categories as true if they give a picture meaning
according to the manual coding. However, the result
might have improved if we had tested the specialized
packages as well. Google Vision provided fewer
generic labels, but still it provided inaccurate
descriptions of the central features. Inception-v3
seemingly has the lowest performance percentage.
Even though this algorithm provided the most
detailed labels, it also misinterpreted a large number
of the pictures. This may be the result of pre-training
on the Imagenet instead of using images bearing a
greater resemblance to social media images. Overall
the algorithms performed very poorly on this small
Facebook dataset.
The algorithms all performed well on wedding
pictures, food pictures and band pictures, but what
kinds of features did the algorithms struggle to
recognize in particular, and what could be the reason
for this?
When it comes to social media research,
Inception-v3 is of particular interest because it can
run on university servers and thereby not violate user
data privacy and security in future datasets with
pictures not uploaded by me. I will therefore take a
closer look at where the performance is weak and
whether these weaknesses are systematic or not. The
most consistent errors in the algorithm relate to
pictures of children. This example illustrates the
picture and the labels with the largest confidence
scores.

Inception-v3 seems to foreground the drawers in the
background instead of focusing on the object in the
center. The algorithm can be used to allow for this in
future work. Furthermore, the training data may
contain few pictures of children. In the social media
it is pertinent to train with pictures of children as they

belong to everyday reports and provide both
memories and social capital among parents. Another
systematic error in the picture recognition is the lack
of prioritization of text recognition over picture
features. The text often acts as a pointer to what is
essential in the picture in the social framework. In
this example the algorithm interprets the silk shirt as
a lab coat, presumably because the training data
contains health sector pictures.

However, the interpretation lies in the text (TV
station logo in the top left corner), which points to the
national news setting. This in turn will improve the
transition to the understanding of the social value of
the picture. The same is the case with this book
cover. The algorithm rightly suggests that it is a book
jacket, but this is not the essence of the picture.

The essence is to show what kind of book I am
reading. This would have been recognized by
attaching more weight to the largest text in the center
of the image.
When it comes to identifying social value, all the
algorithms are blank. The obvious reason for this is
that the algorithms are only trained on the feature
level combined with text, face, landmark and logo
detection. Nor are they trained specifically to
recognize and understand social media images.
However, we did not apply the additional trained
algorithms to more specified features within the
different packages.
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My argument in this paper is that by neglecting to
train the algorithms on social values, the services that
rely on the image prediction in relation to user
profiling will have a less advanced suggestion for the
user or make decisions on a less informed basis. In
the case of food, this would mean that each time the
algorithm detects a food-related picture it will
suggest “self as consumer” as an “interpersonal”
social capital label referring to the need to show
‘”good taste”.

This would potentially allow for a more world- and
context-sensitive approach to user profiling.
In the manual coding, coder 1 and I agreed about
certain consistent patterns when identifying social
value. For instance, food would connect to “self as
consumer”. Life events would connect to
“memories”. It would be interesting to focus on such
consistent patterns in larger datasets in future
research. All the labels on the social value level were
used in the manual coding, but some pictures were
difficult to label. This was especially the case with
travel pictures. They were sometimes an indication of
consumption (interpersonal), and sometimes an
indication of memory (intrapersonal). Future work
needs to detail this relation more and on a different
and larger dataset.

8. Conclusion: Deep learning algorithms
and user profiling
From the analysis of the three deep learning
vision algorithms in this paper we have learned that
for legal and ethical reasons we are not able to use
cloud solutions such as Clarifai and Google Vision
because these services require the users to upload
pictures to company servers in order to improve their
algorithm and potentially sell data. This is the
standard procedure for open access vision algorithms
at the moment (e.g. also IBM Watson).
Instead, we tried to test an open-source algorithm
on university servers to see if it performed equally
well. The paper found that from a qualitative,
sociological point of view the algorithmic

performance is very poor, but manual intercoder
reliability was high. This indicates a potential for
learning with new tagged social media training data
as input in the neural network.
What, then, are the advantages and disadvantages
of accelerating user profiling through a better
understanding of the incentives to upload images in
the data-driven algorithmic society?
In a society that increasingly relies on algorithmic
decision-making, imprecise predictions in general
can have an important negative impact on people’s
lives. For instance, if people are advised to watch
totally irrelevant advertisements, presented with
irrelevant content, if they are wrongly diagnosed, or
even if they are denied access to bank loans and
insurance policies based on predictions that use
Facebook data (for instance). To improve predictions,
I have suggested the inscription of two levels (parentchild) in the algorithmic labeling, a feature level and
a social value level. By accounting for both the
features and the social value of social media images,
the accuracy of predictions might be improved. We
need to work with this kind of inscription of context
into the algorithm in collaboration between the
computer and the social sciences. By recognizing
existing theories as to why we post images, we open
up for a broader understanding of the multiple level
image analysis that is well-known within the field of
communication studies and will hopefully be
inscribed in a more nuanced way in future work on
algorithms.
However, when we revisit the critical digital
sociology literature the advantages of accuracy in
predictions and the subsequent relevant decisionmaking are overshadowed by the disadvantages of
such potential accuracy in terms of discrimination.
This discrimination can take place by those holding
massive data points, processing it and deciding on the
algorithmic weights and thresholds [e.g. 8, 9, 6, 37].
Algorithmic
discrimination
happens
both
intentionally and unintentionally. Companies and
regimes can intentionally control and punish
unwanted behavior and preferences, but democratic
societies can also adjust behavior through
Foucauldian self-adjusted behavior in potentially
surveilled environments or data-processing societies.
Unintentional discrimination may occur (for instance)
due to historical training data in societies where
interpretations have developed over time, which is
the case in the study of gender biases in word
processing [37]. Unintentional discrimination is
particularly relevant when we work with neural
networks, multiple training datasets and multilevel
processing, as it is very difficult for developers to
create transparency if they are not held accountable
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through documentation/logs of every choice and
every step they take.
This paper has tried to “decipher” vision
algorithms through the data layer to critically access
the performance and discuss the potential advances
that could be made in user profiling. However,
accuracy in data processing and user profiling on a
general level becomes a question of societal values.
What kind of profiling do we want to allow, and what
kind do we not want?
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